
Hello everyone, 

Welcome to Omnibus I! I hope your summer is proving restful and wonderful thus far! Before we get too 

far into this wonderful time of year, here are a few things to keep in mind for Omnibus and school in the 

fall. 

First, a note about summer reading and book pickups:  

The book for the summer reading, Animal Farm, will come with the packet of books Mrs. Leahy is 

ordering for all Omnibus classes. The reason for this is that we will be using Animal Farm in class as our 

practice with the Paideia (or Great Books) discussion method. For that, everyone will need identical 

pagination for discussion purposes. That and the other books we’ll be using for the school year are in the 

process of being ordered. For logistical considerations, we will wait until they all arrive to alert everyone 

to the pickup arrangements. Mrs. Leahy estimates that will be no later than mid July and will send another 

email when they're ready.  

If it’s at all possible, it would be advantageous for your student to complete the summer assignment in 

late August/early September. We want the novel to be fresh in their memories for discussion. 

Parents and Students, please read through the five sections below carefully as they will provide essential 

information for the summer and for the school year ahead. 

Thank you in advance for your help — I look forward to working with your student in the coming year. In 

the meantime, have a wonderful summer! 

Kelly Cabana 

 

Below you will find: 

I. Important contact information 

II. Omnibus I course syllabus 

III. Omnibus I Book List (for your information — please do NOT try to order) 

IV. summer reading assignment due September 15 

V. supplies to bring to class & general instructions for assignments 

 

SECTION I 

Important Contact Information for Communications 

I am happy to announce that I have an assistant to help with essential class logistics. 

Mrs. Kay Connor: kaysconnor@yahoo.com  

mailto:kaysconnor@yahoo.com


Please contact Mrs. Connor about 1) absences 2) requests for handouts 

Mrs. Kelly Cabana: kellylcabana@gmail.com 

Please only contact me for 1) questions about assignments or 2) general need for help  By contacting the 

correct person you will be able to get a quicker response. Thank you for your attention to this! 

 

SECTION II 

 

Omnibus I: Ancient Cultures 2022 - 2023 

 

"The tradition of the West is embodied in the Great Conversation that began in the dawn of history and that 

continues to the present day. Whatever the merits of other civilizations in other respects, no civilization is like that 

of the West in this respect. No other civilization can claim that its defining characteristic is a dialogue of this sort. 

No dialogue in any other civilization can compare with that of the West in the number of great works of the mind 

that have contributed to this dialogue."      - Robert M. Hutchins 

 

Course Description: 

This Omnibus is the first in a six-year series addressing the literature, history and culture of major 

Western civilizations in chronological order. The course format will be a Paideia discussion, which is 

based on close reading of literature and historical accounts. 

 

UNIT I: George Orwell’s Animal Farm -- the power of language & introduction to the 

Paideia discussion method. 

September 15 -- Introduction to Paideia method, Chapters 1-4 

September 22 -- Introduction to George Orwell, Chapters 5-7, analysis of characters 

September 29-- Chapters 8 - 10, analysis of themes, literary devices, propaganda 

Writing Assignment: Speech in Character from Animal Farm 

 

UNIT II: Homer’s The Iliad -- the oral tradition, story structure, heroic themes 

October 6 -- Introduction to Greek culture, the structure of Homeric epics, literary devices of 

the oral tradition The Iliad: Books 1-4 

October 13 — Cultural Enrichment — no class 

October 20 — The Iliad: Books 5 -9 

 



October 27 -- The Iliad: Books 10-13 

November 3 -- The Iliad: Books 14 - 20 

November 10 -- The Iliad: Books 21 -24 

UNIT III: Herodotus & Thucydides -- the beginnings of the study of history 

November 17 -- Pericles’ Funeral Oration 

December 1 — Cultural Enrichment — no class 

December 8 -- Thucydides: Pericles, Athenian & Spartan Temperaments, 

December 15— Herodotus: Croesus, Solon, The Battle of Marathon 

Christmas break 

January 12 -- Thucydides: The Melian Dialogue, Alcibiades 

January 19 -- Cultural Enrichment — no class 

UNIT IV: Homer’s Odyssey — a narrative of family and identity for all time 

January 26 — The Odyssey: Books - 1 - 4 

February 2 -- The Odyssey: Books - 5 - 8 

February 9 -- Cultural Enrichment — no class 

February 16 -- The Odyssey: Books 9 - 12 

February 23 -- The Odyssey: Books 13 - 18 

March 2 -- The Odyssey: Books 19 -24 

Writing Assignment: Encomium on a Character from Homer’s Epics 

March 9 -- Cultural Enrichment — no class 

UNIT IV: Plutarch, Livy & Suetonius -- studies of character 

March 16 -- Plutarch: Alcibiades 

March 23 -- Plutarch: Demosthenes 

March 30 -- Suetonius: Julius Caesar, Domitian 

April 6 -- Easter break 

April 13 -- Livy: Hannibal’s Youth & Character 

Writing Assignment: Speech in Character from Ancient Sources 

UNIT V: Vergil’s Aeneid -- creating a composite history; the written epic 

April 20 -- Contrasts between Homer and Vergil Books 1-4 

April 27 -- Books 5-6 



May 4 -- Books 7-8 

May 11 -- Cultural Enrichment — no class 

May 18 -- Books 9-10 

May 25 -- Books 11-12 

Writing Assignment: Brief Thesis on a Theme from Vergil’s Aeneid 

 

Writing assignments: two that are more expressive/creative in nature and two that are analytical 

essays. These essays will be preceded by much directed class discussion, so the content should 

be accessible. 

 

SECTION III 

 

Omnibus I: Ancient Epic & History Summer reading (book orders will be arriving no later than 

mid July): 

Animal Farm by George Orwell 

For the school year: 

The Iliad by Homer, Carolyn Alexander translation 

The Odyssey by Homer, Robert Fitzgerald translation 

The Peloponnesian War by Thucydides 

The Aeneid by Virgil, Robert Fitzgerald translation 

All other readings will be provided in class. 

 

SECTION IV 

 

Omnibus I Summer & Writing Reading Assignment — due first day of class 

Following is the assignment, due the first day of class, September 15th. 

Please carefully note the directions and follow them meticulously. Thank you. 

 

Read George Orwell’s Animal Farm. As you read, make a reading journal to bring to class and 

turn in the first day. Please be sure to use pen rather than pencil (pencil is both easy to smear and 



is harder to read). Typing is another good option. 

Please note: journals must follow the directions above in order to be read. 

Directions for the reading journal: 

Before you begin reading: 

Page One -- write the title, author, original date of publication, and a full sentence summarizing the 

information about the author presented on the book’s cover. 

As you read for each chapter: 

Page Two (and so on) --You will have one page for each chapter. 

Stop at the end of each chapter and write a summary composed of three to four full sentences (no 

more, no less) giving the main content of the chapter. Be sure to include all important events. Write this in 

the upper portion of the page after the word “SUMMARY” in all capital letters. 

Then skip five lines, write the word “QUESTIONS” in all capital letters, and record questions that came 

to your mind while reading the chapter. There needs to be three questions that the reading brought to your 

mind -- if not, reread the chapter and you’ll find the questions will come to mind. 

Please note: these should be thought questions, such as: Why did the animals trust the pigs to lead? They 

may be used in our class discussions. 

Then skip 3 lines and write the word “DISCUSSION” in all capital letters, and write your disagreements 

or agreements with the writer. This should be four to five full sentences in length. You may also write any 

thoughts the chapter brought to mind here. 

While this may seem like a lot to do at first glance, once you establish the routine of writing as you read, 

you’ll find it helps you reflect on what you’ve read so that you can understand it at a deeper level. 

Any questions? Just contact me at kellylcabana@gmail.com or by phone at 540-532-7314.  

Happy reading! 

Mrs. Kelly Cabana 

 

SECTION V 

SUPPLIES TO BRING TO CLASS EVERY WEEK 

1) 3 ring binder with standard looseleaf notebook paper for taking notes. I recommend pens for 

note taking. 

2) Dividers for keeping the notebook organized. I suggest making labels that correspond with 

the units on the syllabus. 

3) the text we’re reading for that week. 

 



INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSIGNMENTS 

Please only use looseleaf paper and ink OR typewritten format for assignments. The frayed edged of 

spiral bound notebooks are a nuisance, both at school and at home. Pencil smears and is very difficult for 

my eyes to read. 

Homework will vary slightly in length from week to week. Pacing is typically adjusting to allow more 

time at the beginning of an author’s work so that students can adjust to the author’s style. 

Typical time for completion of weekly reading /research assignments is between two hours and three 

hours per week. The purpose of the questions is to have material that’s easily accessible for class 

discussions. 

For that reason, I always ask that students have the following for each question. 

1) at least 3 potential answers (depending on the question, there may be more) succinctly stated. 

2) for EACH potential answer, there MUST be a text reference, i.e., a page number or line number for 

ready access 

3) for each reference, highlight or otherwise mark in the text, again, for easy reference 

Following these instructions will greatly facilitate meaningful class discussions, as well as provide 

valuable material for essay assignments. 

Writing assignments are given well in advance, so that students have the flexibility to plan and together 

material for the assignment. Please make every effort to support your child in developing good writing 

habits by having him start early. Papers begun late are rarely well done — and it’s not the habit you want 

your child to develop for college! 

Instructions for assignments are written so that they can be carefully fulfilled. Please help your child 

establish the habit of making sure all tasks are completed. It's a wonderful -- and essential-- student skill 

to develop! 

There are no grades given in this class; rather, I give written comments on writing assignments with the 

goal being to help students learn the art and science of writing well. I comment on what is well done, as 

well as what needs improvement. In order to be of genuine use to the developing writer, these comments 

need to be specific and honest. Through this method, writers gradually learn to evaluate their own work 

effectively, which is our ultimate goal.  Going through five years of Omnibus and both years of Progym 

myself, I gained the tools to succeed in college, grad school, and behind—I know it will the same for your 

child. 

 

Be sure to let me know if you have any questions.  

Have a great summer! 

Kelly Cabana 

Kellylcabana@gmail.com 

540.532.7314 


